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FeSb2 is a narrow gap d-electron insulator that exhibits many similar properties to the prototypical
f -electron Kondo insulator SmB6, including a low temperature resistivity plateau. Using angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy to probe its low energy electronic structure, we find three
Fermi surfaces despite FeSb2 being a bulk insulator. By varying photon energy and temperature,
we show that these Fermi surfaces are 2-dimensional in nature and at least one of them appears
concomitantly with the resistivity upturn associated with Kondo coherence. We also observe flat-
band-like spectral intensity along certain high symmetry directions, which reflects the correlated
nature of 3d electrons. Together with the ubiquitous low temperature resistivity saturation, these
metallic surface state present a possible new route to topological physics in a correlated material
system.
Topological physics in strongly correlated electron sys-
tems has attracted substantial research interest [1–4].
Currently many efforts are focused on the 4f -based
Kondo insulators SmB6 and YbB12, where the hybridiza-
tion between 4f and 5d bands creates a gap that can
host topological states. On the experimental side, ev-
idence for surface transport has been found in SmB6
using non-local [5] and thickness dependent [6, 7] mea-
surements. Angle-Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy
(ARPES) has revealed surface states in SmB6 [8–10] and
in YbB12 [11], with the spin textures confirmed by spin-
resolved ARPES [11, 12], although their origin is still
under debate [13]. Furthermore, quantum oscillations
have also been observed, yet it is not clear whether they
originate from the surface or the bulk states [14–19]. To
better understand these topological Kondo insulator can-
didates, it is imperative to look for similar physics in
related but distinct material systems, for example the
Fe-based d electron Kondo insulators FeSb2, FeSi, and
FeGa3.
FeSb2 is a narrow gap insulator that had been studied
due to its large thermopower at low temperatures [20–
22]. The ground state has been strongly evidenced to
contain significant correlation effects and Kondo inter-
actions [23–25]. The properties of FeSb2 present many
similarities to the prototypical 4f electron Kondo insula-
tor SmB6. Firstly, electrical transport shows insulating
behavior with an activation gap about 25 meV, but be-
low about 10 K a resistivity plateau develops, ubiquitous
to all samples regardless of synthesis method [26, 27].
Secondly, the magnetic susceptibility has a broad maxi-
mum at around room temperature and the moment van-
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ishes at low temperatures, suggesting the formation of
Kondo singlets. Thirdly, the Fe atom has a mixed valence
state between Fe2+ and Fe3+, as seen in x-ray absorp-
tion spectroscopy [28]. Given these intriguing properties,
high quality ARPES data are necessary to elucidate the
electronic structure, but are currently lacking due to the
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FIG. 1. Physical properties of FeSb2. (a) Resistivity (left)
and Magnetic moment (right) as a function of temperature.
At around ∼6 K the resistivity starts to saturate. (b) Crystal
structure of FeSb2 with Pnnm symmetry. (c) Bulk Brillouin
zone (BZ) and the associated surface BZ in the (010) direc-
tion.
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FIG. 2. Low energy electronic structure in FeSb2. (a) Fermi surface mapping showing intensity within ±10 meV of the Fermi
energy (EF ) taken using 70 eV photons. Surface BZ is marked with magenta rectangles and high symmetry points in black.
Three bands are observed: α in red, β in blue, and γ in green. The dashed lines are guides to the eye. (b) Cuts in the c direction,
as illustrated in the inset. Bottom are the momentum distribution curves (MDCs) integrated between +5 meV and -10 meV
of EF , showing peaks corresponding to various surface bands. (c) False-color spectra (left) and second-energy-derivative plot
(right) along the T−R−T in the bulk BZ and Z−U−Z in the surface BZ, shown with the brown arrow in (a). The flat-band-like
spectral intensity can be seen at ∼100 meV binding energy (yellow dashed line). It is clear from the second derivative plot that
the α band disperses down across this flat intensity. (d) MDCs of the dashed black box region shown in (c), showing the α, γ
surface bands and the δ band. (e) Energy distribution curves (EDCs) of the same region.
3-dimensional nature of the crystal and the difficulty in
cleaving samples. Recent thickness-dependent transport
measurements on a related compound FeSi has indicated
surface conduction [29]. However, ARPES measurements
on FeSi failed to observe surface bands near the Fermi
energy thus far (EF ) [30–37]. Here we report the obser-
vation of surface states crossing the Fermi energy (EF )
in the closely related FeSb2.
Single crystal FeSb2 were grown with a Sb self-flux
method. The electrical transport and magnetic proper-
ties were characterized in a Quantum Design Physical
Property Measurement System. The ARPES measure-
ments were performed at SSRL beamline 5-2 with a Sci-
enta D80 analyzer at energy resolutions better than 20
meV and pressures better than 5 × 10−11 Torr, and at
ALS beamline 10.0.1 with a Scienta R4000 analyzer at
energy resolutions better than 25 meV and pressures bet-
ter than 7 × 10−11 Torr. The highest quality data are
obtained on the (010) surface, where three sets of Fermi
surface features are clearly seen, despite the crystal ex-
hibiting bulk insulating behavior. We also find flat spec-
tral intensities along the Fe-Fe bond directions at 100
meV binding energy, further supporting the presence of
strong correlation. Our results lay the groundwork for
comparisons with future spin-resolved ARPES and quan-
tum oscillation experiments.
We first present physical property characterizations of
the crystals used in this study. Fig. 1a shows the re-
sistivity and magnetic moment as a function of tempera-
ture. Below around 6 K a saturation in resistivity is seen,
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FIG. 3. Photon energy and temperature dependence of the
electronic structure. (a) ky dispersion of the surface bands
along Z-Γ-Z (shown as in the inset) taken using photon ener-
gies from 58 eV to 90 eV. Triangles indicate the positions of
the 3 surface bands. Brillouin zone is labeled in the magenta
rectangle. The β band exhibits a splitting in this direction
that is not clearly visible in the Fermi surface mapping. (b)
Temperature dependence of EDCs for integrated momentum
near kF of the β band taken with 70 eV photons. The surface
band intensity is labeled with the black triangles, showing
disappearance between 100 K and 150 K. EDCs are divided
by the Fermi-Dirac distribution.
consistent with previous studies. FeSb2 crystalizes in an
orthorhombic structure with lattice constants a = 5.81A˚,
b = 6.52A˚, and c = 3.19A˚. The Fe atoms form a body
centered structure, each with 6 Sb atoms forming a dis-
torted corner-sharing octahedron around it (Fig. 1b).
The bulk Brillouin zone (BZ) and the (010) surface BZ is
shown in Fig. 1c. Surface high symmetry points will be
denoted with a bar above the corresponding bulk sym-
metry point letter notation.
The Fermi surface mapping in the a-c plane is pre-
sented in Fig. 2a. The data is collected at 15 K, where
the insulating phase is well-developed. We find that 70
eV photon energy gave sufficiently good data while cut-
ting across a high symmetry plane (Y−S−R−T) in the
perpendicular ky direction. Several features can be read-
ily visually identified: there is an open Fermi surface α
along the a direction, a closed pocket β centered on the Γ
point, and a closed pocket γ centered around the Z point.
There is a small patch of intensity at U, however this is
from the leaked intensity of a part of the α band just be-
low EF . This is clearly seen in the energy-momentum cut
Band
Luttinger Volume
(A˚−2)
% of BZ
vF
(m/s)
α 0.94 44%
6.1× 103 @ U-X
3.0× 104 @ Γ-Z
β 0.22 10% 7.5× 103 @ Z-U
γ 0.46 21% 3.1× 104 @ Γ-X
TABLE I. Information of the surface bands. The area for the
α band is taken as the area within the Fermi surface feature
around Z−U− Z.
along the kx direction shown in Fig. 2b. The cut along
X−U shows that the intensity near U is connected to the
α band, and is possibly formed from hybridization with
the lower bulk band. As the cut moves to the zone center
Γ − Z, the β and γ bands form. At the same time, the
α band starts to develop a steep dispersion, with a ban
bottom at EB = 300 meV. The band features near EF are
more clearly seen in the momentum distribution curves
(MDCs) at the bottom of the panel, constructed from
intensity between +5 meV and -10 meV of EF . Both the
β and γ bands are electron-like, while the α is electron-
like only along the c direction and undefined along the a
direction. The area enclosed by the α, β, and γ bands is
about 44%, 10%, and 21% of the surface BZ, respectively.
We show the γ and α band in more detail in Fig. 2c, 2d,
and 2e, where the cut is taken along Z−U−Z. The γ band
disperses from above EF into a flat intensity at a binding
energy of EB = 100 meV (also shown in Fig. 2e) and
the α band disperses across the flat intensity towards the
band bottom at 300 meV binding energy. Whether these
bands arise from hybridization is unclear at this point,
and further polarization-dependence studies are needed
to assign the orbital content. The flat intensity is shown
with a yellow dashed line in Fig. 2c, and is also marked
by black triangles in Fig. 2e, showing a bandwidth of less
than 20 meV. There is another band δ labeled by the grey
dashed line at higher binding energy. The Fermi velocity
for each surface band is extracted at the specified loca-
tion and summarized in table 1. We note that the Fermi
velocity for the γ and α bands are comparable to the
surface states in SmB6 [39].
The observed bands at EF are likely to be surface
bands due to the fact that the bulk crystal is insulating
and bulk bands are not expected to cross EF . We fur-
ther demonstrate the 2D nature of these bands by vary-
ing the photon energy and probing the perpendicular ky
dispersion. In Fig. 3a we show the spectral intensity inte-
grated between ± 10 meV of EF in the kz−ky plane from
58 eV to 90 eV photon energy, with the associated BZ
overlaid on top in magenta. The triangles mark the non-
dispersive surface states, demonstrating their 2D nature.
The β band exhibits a small splitting when measured
along this cut, and further polarization dependent stud-
ies are needed to characterize the nature of this spitting.
Furthermore, we show a Fermi surface mapping taken
with 57 eV photons (supplementary Fig. S3), demon-
strating exactly the same three Fermi surfaces as those
in Fig. 2a even though this photon energy cuts through a
different part of the BZ. Thus we conclude that the Fermi
surfaces observed here are 2D, which reassures their sur-
face origin.
To reveal the relationship between these surface states
and the bulk properties, we also measure their temper-
ature evolution. Fig. 3b shows the energy distribu-
tion curves (EDC) integrated from momentum near kF
of the β band along Γ − X. The surface state, shown
as the shoulder feature marked by the black triangle at
∼25 meV binding energy, disappears between 100 K and
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FIG. 4. Bulk bands in the Y−S−R−T plane. (a) Cut along S−R−S as shown in the inset BZ. Red dashed line is calculation
using LDA, red solid line is with GW approximation, both taken from [38]. Band near EF is the α surface band. (b) Cut along
S−Y−S as shown in the inset BZ, showing the β band and the flat intensity. (c) constant energy mapping at 100 meV binding
energy, showing 1D flat intensity (yellow dashed lines) along the a and c directions. BZ is labeled by the magenta lines. (d)
cuts near the R point. Along R−T there is strong intensity at 100 meV binding energy (see also Fig. 2e). The flat spectral
intensity does not extend in the cuts away from R−T. The dashed lines are guides to the eye. Inset shows the location of the
cuts.
150 K during warming, consistent with the resistivity up-
turn associated with the Kondo lattice coherence. This
suggests that the surface state is related to the Kondo
crossover temperature scale. The surface states are also
robust against temperature cycling, thus ruling out a
purely trivial surface degradation effect; while there is
some surface degradation, as demonstrated by the weaker
peak at ∼130 meV binding energy, the surface state
shoulder feature returns after cycling.
Next we show the bands at higher binding energy mea-
sured near the Y-S-R-T plane and compare them to band
structure calculations. Fig. 4a and 4b shows the cut
along S−R−S and S−Y−S respectively. The slight asym-
metry is due to the cut curvature. Comparing to the band
structure calculated using the GW approximation [38],
we find a reasonable agreement when the surface bands
are excluded. Similar to the cut in Fig. 2b, there is
also a flat spectral feature along the S−Y−S direction,
shown in Fig. 4b. These flat features can be tracked in
momentum space and are shown in the constant energy
mapping at 100 meV binding energy in Fig. 4c. Strik-
ingly, the flat features are only along the Y−T, Y−S and
R−T directions. In Fig. 4d we show the cuts near one of
these features along R−T. The flat intensity at 100 meV
binding energy is partially contributed from the γ and δ
bands. In the cuts away from the Y−S direction, there
is a clear gap between the γ and δ bands, however on the
Y−S−Y cut there is strong intensity everywhere, even
between the bands. The flat intensity measured here is
very different from the 4f Kondo insulators, where the
flat 4f bands exist throughout the whole BZ. The charac-
ter of this intensity seems to go beyond the band picture,
which suggests the strong correlation effect between 3d
electrons and requires further investigations.
5We now compare the FeSb2 system with the f -
electron topological Kondo insulator candidates SmB6
and YbB12, which are thought to be so-called “true
Kondo insulators” [40], in the sense that the gap is
opened at EF purely due to Kondo interactions. How-
ever, this also complicates the interpretation of quantum
oscillation results, since the gap may collapse under high
magnetic field. Indeed, SmB6 and YbB12 has negative
magnetoresistance, with their gaps closing at ∼85 T [41]
and ∼50 T [42] respectively. On the other hand, how
the Kondo interaction influences the gap in FeSb2 and
whether the gap is intrinsic to the band structure is un-
clear at this time. However, experimentally FeSb2 shows
a positive magnetoresistance up to at least 18 T (see sup-
plementary Fig. S1) at 4 K, suggesting it is less prone to
magnetic-field induced gap-closing. Thus, FeSb2 would
be a cleaner test case for understanding the quantum os-
cillations in Kondo insulators.
In conclusion, we have used ARPES to reveal several
salient features in the electronic structure of a strongly
correlated d -electron insulator FeSb2. We find 3 features
that disperse across the Fermi level, despite an insulat-
ing bulk. These states are 2D-like and at least one of
them shows correlation with the temperature scale where
resistivity displays a rapid upturn. These observations,
together with the ubiquitous low temperature resistiv-
ity saturation, suggest the possible presence of topolog-
ical surface states. In addition, the flat-band-like fea-
tures present a unique case of strong correlations. Fu-
ture experiments, for example spin-resolved ARPES, sur-
face transport, and quantum oscillations, are needed to
further characterize the surface states. Combined with
theory, we may then be able to answer the question of
whether these surface states are topological.
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